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 کلید 

I )Vocabulary  

A) Fill in the blanks with the given words. (3) 

( future-take care of –destroyed – different-  voluntary -  decrease –increase) 

.1)The hunters  killed  the tiger and…… destroyed ……. It’s home . 

2)Hopefully , people pay more attention to wildlife in the … future …….. 

3)If we take care of Iranian cheetah ,they will … increase ……. 

4)Parents try to … take care of ……..their children from danger. 

5)There are ……… different …… wild animals in the zoo. 

6) You can do……… voluntary …….. work in the park. 

B) Word definitions (1.5) 

Match column A and column B  

A B 
1- a few     c 

2- the time after now    d 

3-forest               b 

4- Earth     f 

5-extinguish a 
6-trees and vegetables      e                                                              

a)die out 

b)jungle 

c) not many 

d)future 

e) plants 

f) our planet 

g)life 

C) One odd out(1) 

1)(lion –wolf-sheep-leopard) 

2)(goat-cow-tiger-duck) 
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II) Grammar (3) 

A:Choose the best choice  

1-My sister ……………………..the exam because she studies very carefully 

a)passes                        b) passed                c) will pass                 d) is passing 

2-They  will……………. to stop the hunters. 

a) try                             b) trying                c) to try                     d) tries 

3- I am going ………………..dinner . 

a)to make                      b) make                 c) will make                d) made 

4- The Iranian students  must …………… the environment .  

a) to save                    b) save                    c) saving                    d) saves 

5-Kepping clean of the nature is very important for……………. . 

a) my                       b) me                        c) I                          d) mine 

6- There are several …………………. in the yard. 

a)child                      b)Childs                  c)children                  d) childes                 

B)Read the sentences and put the mark ( ) under the nouns and 

pronouns .(1.5) 

1-The trees are beautiful in the spring . 

2-There is three oranges and apples in my bag. 

III) Reading Comprehension(1)  

 One easy way to protect wildlife is learning about endangered animals that live around you. Teach your friends and family 

about animals that live around you. Teach your friends and family about birds , fish and  etc. In This way, they want to be 

more careful about nature . You can also visit a national wildlife museum or park .These places give good information about 

how to protect endangered animals and their natural homes.  

1)Can you give one simple way to take care of wild life ? Teach your friends and family about animals that live around you. 

Teach your friends and family about birds , fish and  etc 

2) Why is  wild life museum  helpful ? These places give good information about how to protect endangered animals and their 

natural homes. 

True /False(1) 

We should learn how to protect endangered animals..                          True           False 

We should save the wild life In Iran.                                                   True           False 
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